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Review of the DNA Testing Operations and the Associated 
Management Structure of the Executive Office of Public 
Safety and Security’s Forensic Services Group 

Introduction 

The following is a report by the Massachusetts Office of the Inspector General of the 

DNA Testing Operations and the Associated Management Structure of the 

Massachusetts State Police Forensic Services Group (Massachusetts State Police 

Crime Laboratory). Following the requirements for receiving grant money from the 

National Institute for Justice, the Forensic Services Group named the Massachusetts 

Office of the Inspector General as the agency with the authority to investigate if there 

are allegations of misconduct arising from actions of Laboratory personnel.1  Such 

allegations were reported in a series of newspaper articles in 2007 regarding problems 

related to management and functionality of the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) 

DNA database and other Laboratory responsibilities related to the reporting and use of 

CODIS derived data. This report summarizes the observations made during the course 

of this office’s investigation and makes recommendations related to these observations. 

The Office of the Inspector General undertook this project in consultation with Dr. Robin 

Cotton. Dr. Cotton is a former Laboratory Director and DNA Technical Leader for 

Orchid Cellmark in Germantown, MD.  She presently is Boston University School of 

Medicine’s Program Director for Biomedical Forensic Sciences.  Additionally, she has 

served as a Volunteer Inspector and an elected member of the American Society of 

Crime Laboratory Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB) board of 

directors. Appendix A, attached to the report, contains Dr. Cotton’s Curriculum Vitae. 

The office and Dr. Cotton collaborated on jointly interviewing Laboratory staff and 

reviewing documents in this matter. We relied on Dr. Cotton to identify the areas of 

strength and weakness in the functions of the Massachusetts State Police Crime 

 The Office of the Inspector General recently learned that the FY 2007 and FY 2008 
Coverdell applications indicate that the State Auditor has been designated as the 
external and independent entity to conduct Coverdell investigations under 42 USC 
3797(k)94). 
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Laboratory. Her expertise and extensive experience in the realm of forensic laboratory 

practice and management guided our review. 

The Forensic Services Group is organized under the management of the 

Massachusetts State Police and the Laboratory Director.  The State Police Crime 

Laboratory is organizationally within the Department of Public Safety and Security.    

In response to the CODIS allegations, the Executive Office of Public Safety and 

Security commissioned an assessment of the Laboratory by Vance International, Inc. 

(Vance). In June, 2007, following the assessment, Vance’s report, (the Vance Report), 

was released.  While the Vance Report makes some excellent recommendations, its 

scope was relatively narrow with respect to a number of issues and it left unanswered 

several key questions. Appendix B, attached to this report is specifically devoted to 

comments on the Vance Report.  This evaluation of the Vance Report was made prior 

to beginning the investigation reported in this document. 

Command Organization 

Our review has identified three major issues of concern related to the organizational 

structure of the Laboratory and its position within the Massachusetts State Police and 

the Department of Public Safety. These three issues arise from or are related in part to 

the Laboratory organization and placement with the parent organization, as follows: 

Issue 1) The Laboratory falls under the command structure of the Massachusetts 

State Police.  The Colonel of the State Police appoints a Major to be in charge of 

the Laboratory. Since 2002, three different Massachusetts State Police Majors 

have served in this position.  The Laboratory Director reports directly to the 

Major. The office interviewed the current Major and his predecessor.  While both 

individuals demonstrated an obvious high degree of professionalism, neither had 

a background in science.  Without such a background, the individuals are 

inherently hindered in their capacity to administer the Laboratory.  There is no 

program or plan in place for the Major to gain the foundation of scientific 

knowledge necessary to oversee the effective development of long-term 

solutions to Laboratory problems, to develop sufficient understanding of issues, 
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to actively participate or provide effective guidance to the Laboratory Director, 

and to develop working relationships with other Laboratory employees.  The 

short duration of the Majors’ tenure in this position has recently been less than 

the full term (5 years) of a Laboratory accreditation cycle.  It would be more 

advantageous if the service of the Major were longer. 

Issue 2) The Laboratory employs both police officers and civilians as testifying 

analysts. Considerable salary discrepancies exist between these two groups. 

Issue 3) Most management positions within the Laboratory are part of the same 

collective bargaining unit as non-management employees. This results in 

situations that represent a conflict of interest between management 

responsibilities and union affiliation. This issue will be discussed later in the 

report under Quality Assurance. 

The Laboratory currently operates under the direction of the Acting Laboratory Director. 

Until October 24, 2008, the Acting Laboratory Director was assisted by the Acting Lead 

Supervisor. These two positions are currently the only two non-union employees in the 

group that manages Forensic Biology.  Approximately seven DNA Supervisors and the 

DNA Technical Leader report to the Lead Supervisor position.  Individual chemists 

engaged in DNA casework analysis or CODIS-related work report to one of seven DNA 

Supervisors or the DNA Supervisor-CODIS.  All of these supervisory and chemist 

positions are currently filled with members of the same collective bargaining unit.  Two 

other units related to DNA processing and analysis do not fall under the management of 

the Lead Supervisor. These are the CODIS Collection and Investigative Unit (CCIU) 

and the Case Management Unit (CMU).  Also reporting to the Acting Laboratory 

Director is the Quality Assurance Manager who is responsible for the Forensic 

Chemistry and Forensic Biology (DNA) sections.  This is also a union position. 

The Acting Laboratory Director reports to the Forensic Services Group Deputy Division 

Commander. The Commander is an individual with the rank of Major in the 

Massachusetts State Police.  This position, Forensic Services Group-Deputy Division 

Commander, reports to the Investigative Services Division Commander who in turn 
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reports to the Colonel of the Massachusetts State Police.  The current Commander has 

served in this position since January, 2008. His predecessor had served for 

approximately one and one-half years and the Commander before that had served for 

approximately four years. Given that this position is held by high-ranking officers within 

the Massachusetts State Police command structure, it is not surprising that the persons 

filling this position have substantial experience and training in law enforcement but little, 

if any, experience in forensic science or in quality assurance of laboratory operations. 

The relatively rapid rotation of Majors through this position inherently limits the Majors’ 

capacity, notwithstanding their professional competency.  There is little if any motivation 

to find long term solutions to Laboratory problems, develop sufficient understanding of 

issues to actively participate or provide effective guidance to the Laboratory Director, or 

develop any working relationships with other Laboratory employees.  The short term of 

the position is less than a Laboratory accreditation cycle. 

We strongly recommend that the Department of Public Safety and Security and the 

Massachusetts State Police make management changes to stabilize the command 

structure directly above the Laboratory Director such that the Deputy Division 

Commander’s tenure covers, at a minimum, a five-year accreditation cycle.  The 

management above the Laboratory Director would thus have greater motivation to take 

an active and informed role in the successful re-accreditation of the Laboratory as well 

as active representation in matters of capital funding, employee compensation and 

space allocation.  Optimally, the position would be filled by an individual with a forensic 

science background. 

In looking at the organizational position of the Laboratory the question arises:  Why is 

the Laboratory that provides forensic services for almost all of Massachusetts within the 

command structure of the Massachusetts State Police while the Office of the State 

Medical Examiner is independent of the Massachusetts State Police reporting directly to 

the Undersecretary of Public Safety? The question of “best fit” position of the 

Laboratory within the larger structure of the Executive Office of Public Safety cannot be 

directly answered by this report.  However, there are several observations we made and 

information we learned in interviews which are worth considering. 
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Positioning the Laboratory within the Massachusetts State Police creates greater 

vulnerability to ethical issues arising between law enforcement officers investigating 

cases and Laboratory analysts processing forensic evidence.  Simplistically, officers 

may have a strong opinion related to the guilt of a suspect and may relay information 

that could result in bias of the analyst toward a particular interpretation of data obtained 

from an evidence sample.  While some data is straight forward, other data can be 

ambiguous enough to create the potential that analyst bias could affect data 

interpretation. Independent interpretation is critical to avoid bias.  Bias can be 

purposeful or unintentional.  By virtue of their current lines of administrative authority, 

the analysts at the Laboratory are today not well insulated from the theories of an 

investigator or district attorney in comparison to analysts in a more independent 

laboratory framework. 

Quality assurance personnel and Laboratory supervisors must be alert to the possibility 

of bias as they review casework.  While the recent crisis revolved around CODIS, a 

major area of vulnerability of any Laboratory occurs every time reports are signed and 

court trial testimony is provided by a Laboratory chemist or other employee.  In each 

instance, the individual testifying chemist is the sole representative of the Laboratory, 

the Massachusetts State Police and the Department of Public Safety and Security.  The 

reputation and perception of these agencies can be adversely or positively affected by 

the analyst’s work and testimony. We recommend that the Laboratory develop policies 

and procedures for avoiding access to information that can result in bias.  These 

policies should include a procedure for independent review of complicated inclusions, 

exclusions and certain inconclusive results. 

In interviews, certain employees indicated that the Laboratory benefits from its current 

organizational placement under the umbrella of the Massachusetts State Police 

because this affiliation has helped to stabilize the Laboratory and improve funding.  It is 

critically important that adequate funding be provided for salaries, capital equipment, 

space and information technology in order to keep up with the level of current and future 

demand for analytical services regardless of how the Laboratory is situated 

organizationally. Appropriate transition to automated laboratory procedures, while 
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expensive in the short term, offers the potential of saving money in the long term by 

allowing chemists to work more efficiently.  However, the value to the public is realized 

only when such automated procedures are subjected to safeguards including competent 

oversight and quality assurance. 

Given that both the Forensic Services Group and the Office of the State Medical 

Examiner provide services to the same client group, including the Massachusetts State 

Police, the Massachusetts District Attorneys, defense attorneys, defendants, and the 

courts, and given further that both agencies fall under the authority the Executive Office 

of Public Safety and Security, it would seem to make sense for the two agencies to be 

established as parallel organizations for administrative purposes.  

Given that there are considerable reasons to reposition the Laboratory, including 

efficiency and consistency of administration, we recommend that the Executive Branch 

consider reforming the Forensic Services Group into an organizational structure with a 

direct report to the Undersecretary Forensic Science and Technology.  There are 

several successful crime laboratory systems in the United States that exist 

independently of the State Police and can provide alternative structural models. 

However, if the Executive Branch decides not to reposition the Laboratory within the 

Department of Public Safety and Security then there are also successful laboratory 

systems within state police organizations in other states that can provide alternate 

organizational models.  Among these are laboratory systems in the State of Florida and 

the State of New York.  Regardless of the model chosen, the aforementioned changes 

intended to stabilize the command structure above the Laboratory Director are 

imperative. We recommend that a study group be formed that would create procedures 

to protect the independence of analysts and to minimize any potential adverse pressure 

from any of the agencies served by the Forensic Services Group.  The study group 

should consist of experienced analysts, supervisors, law enforcement officials and 

representatives of the defense bar.  
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Acting Laboratory Director and the Management 
Team 

The Acting Laboratory Directory was appointed in September 2007.  The Acting 

Laboratory Director began her tenure at a difficult time and her leadership has resulted 

in both positive and negative outcomes. She manages all sections of the Laboratory 

and therefore directs both civilian and State Police employees. Thus, all forensic 

disciplines are currently managed under “one roof” as recommended by the Vance 

Report. However, employee union affiliations, salary inequities and other factors 

continue to make Laboratory management problematical. 

Substantial differences exist in compensation levels of law enforcement and civilian 

employees.  The Acting Laboratory Director indicated that adjustments in compensation 

for civilian staff have been initiated but have not received final approval.  Discrepancies 

between salary levels of civilian and law enforcement personnel for individuals 

performing similar duties with similar responsibilities are a continuing source of conflict 

and inequity.  An adverse effect of the low-salary levels of civilian analysts is that the 

Laboratory incurs substantial educational expenses for newly hired analysts. Often 

times, once trained, these analysts are lured away by better paying out-of-state 

laboratories. 

Additionally, there are some specific educational requirements for analysts reporting 

and testifying on DNA case results.  General specifications for educational requirements 

for all disciplines are found in the ASCLD/LAB Manuals and specific requirements for 

DNA analysts are found in the Quality Assurance Standards for Forensic DNA Testing 

Laboratories (FBI Standards). We strongly recommend that inequities in compensation 

be eliminated.  Salary parity would improve employee retention and employee morale. 

The increase in salary costs would be offset to some degree by reduced training costs.  

Under the Acting Laboratory Director’s direction casework production has increased and 

tracking has improved for incoming cases, cases in backlog, and cases in long term 

storage. Information about the backlog has been disseminated to District Attorneys. 

This information is critical to making accurate predictions for staffing and budgetary 

purposes. Cases are also tracked by case type and submitting agency.  The number of 
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cases analyzed and the number of technical reviews done by the staff has increased. 

(The FBI Standards require a technical review for each DNA case report regardless of 

the type of result obtained.) ASCLD/LAB requires that case file documentation contain 

sufficient detail that a technical reviewer can determine that the conclusions are sound 

and all data needed to support the conclusions are present.  The Acting Laboratory 

Director also reorganized the flow and delegation of CODIS related work into two units 

with defined responsibilities. These two units will be discussed later in the report.  Her 

emphasis on increased production and improved organization of the Laboratory has 

been beneficial.   

On the less positive side, the Acting Laboratory Director does not have two 

characteristics that the Vance Report identified as essential.  Specifically, before being 

appointed as the acting Laboratory Director she neither had significant laboratory 

management experience nor proven leadership skills.  Her management style tends to 

be heavy-handed and intimidating. Since the start of her tenure, she has not been able 

to create an atmosphere of trust among Laboratory employees in the Forensic Biology 

Group. The Vance Report states: 

To oversee and properly manage a consolidated laboratory with a robust quality 

assurance system…the next Director of the Massachusetts State Police Crime 

Laboratory should have the following qualifications: 

• PhD. or minimum of a Master’s Degree in Natural or Physical Science, 

• Five years or more forensic laboratory experience, 

• Significant laboratory management experience, and 

• Proven leadership skills. 

Employees in the Forensic Biology Group have been given the clear message that the 

organization operates in a “paramilitary” manner and thusly information flows from the 

top down. The Acting Laboratory Director’s demeanor and interactive style at monthly 

meetings are oftentimes negative, with comments expressed in a pejorative manner, or 

meant to embarrass the recipient in front of peers.  Not all staff in attendance at the 
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meeting are welcome to participate. The resulting interactions inherently inhibit the 

obtaining of information from those staff who are working at the bench.  These are the 

people who are most likely to be aware of technical and supervisory problems and of 

possible solutions to those problems. When information only moves from the top down, 

information from other levels of the Laboratory will only surface when a “crisis” is 

already in progress. 

Upper management does not place emphasis on trust.  Building trust among managers, 

between managers and supervisors, and between supervisors and staff is critical for the 

effective flow of information and the development of new ideas.  While not all Laboratory 

supervisors and staff were interviewed by Dr. Cotton and I.G. staff during the conduct of 

this review, individuals from all levels were included in interviews.  Poor overall morale 

and low levels of trust were mentioned consistently, regardless of position in the 

Laboratory. Most employees expressed that they are committed to their work and the 

Laboratory. They impressed us with their devotion to their tasks and commitment to 

high standards. However, many of these employees felt helpless to effect improvement 

and, while they had ideas, felt that their input would be or had been dismissed.   

According to Laboratory staff, upper management does not employ cooperative problem 

solving methods. One instance we learned about wherein cooperative problem solving 

would have been the only effective approach concerned a communication problem 

between the CODIS unit and the CCIU unit, but in that example such an approach was 

not used. In a second example, the Management demand for a rapid increase in 

casework production required accelerated training of additional analysts to do technical 

reviews. Staff reported little or no productive discussion of how to avoid problems 

related to the use of inexperienced analysts as technical reviewers.  The purpose of the 

independent technical review is to ensure that procedures are correctly followed and 

that there is agreement between analysts and reviewers on results and conclusions. 

Staff interviewed repeatedly stated their concerns about management’s lack of 

willingness to institute a sensible policy permitting inexperienced technical reviewers to 

gradually gain experience. As it stands, inexperienced technical reviewers could bear 

full responsibility to review even the most technically sophisticated cases.  Another 
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example of the Laboratory’s need for strong leadership pertains to its lack of a current 

database of DNA profiles of Forensic Biology and DNA employees. DNA profiles from 

all Forensic Biology and DNA staff handling evidence should be kept on file and be 

made available for identifying potential contamination of case evidence samples by 

staff. Use of this vital quality assurance tool would allow the Laboratory to determine 

whether case samples have been contaminated inadvertently by staff, and if so, to solve 

the source issue and determine effective remedial action expeditiously. Some individual 

employees however, are opposed to having this critical resource.  There is a trust issue 

embedded in their reluctance to participate.  This appears to be preventing discussion 

and problem solving. If contamination occurs, and it will, the Laboratory will spend 

unnecessary time troubleshooting the event without benefit of Laboratory staff profiles. 

The Laboratory should develop a solution to this problem. 

We strongly recommend that the Massachusetts State Police and the Executive Office 

of Public Safety and Security invest in extensive and relevant consultation services or 

extensive and relevant management training to facilitate the development of 

management styles that promote communication and trust. 

Quality Assurance 

The individual whose job encompasses the quality assurance management function for 

Biology and DNA has well-established qualifications for this position, but in his interview 

with this office he presented as being relatively uninvolved and removed from the task 

of insuring scientific quality within the Forensic Services System.     

My office’s review has identified a very serious deficiency in the Laboratory’s quality 

assurance system concerning the inherently problematical and conflictual dual role 

currently being played by the Quality Assurance Manager.  Specifically, the dual role he 

is now playing as both the Quality Assurance Manager and as one of two union 

stewards is untenable. In interviews, we were told that a union representative is not 

allowed to discipline another union member.  The Quality Assurance Manager has an 

obligation to determine the corrective action(s) needed when a problem occurs that 

compromises the quality and accuracy of test of results.  Union stewards assist in 

representing the union employee if the employee is having a disagreement with 
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management. There is an inherent conflict of interest in having these two conflicting 

roles performed by a single person.  When asked about this issue the Quality 

Assurance Manager stated that if a quality issue arose in the sections for which he had 

oversight duties, he would determine the corrective action(s) necessary and refer the 

person to the second union steward for any union-related discussions.  It is in the 

Laboratory’s best interest to ensure that the resolution of quality issues is not 

compromised by union allegiance.  It is our strong recommendation that individual’s 

acting as Quality Assurance Managers not be member’s of the same collective 

bargaining unit as the employees that they manage.  

A similar conflict can occur when supervisors become aware that a disciplinary action 

should be taken but are reluctant to take such action due to the fact that similar action 

had previously been the cause of a union grievance.  A deleterious conflict-of-interest is 

unnecessarily created by making the supervisor responsible for disciplining employees 

for performance shortcomings while the supervisor is simultaneously responsible for 

defending the employee against such disciplinary actions as a fellow union member. 

We recommend that the Laboratory explore this issue and any other situations where 

an individual’s management responsibilities and their union affiliation will result in a 

conflict of interest. 

We also learned that the quality reports go to both the Acting Laboratory Director and to 

the Quality Assurance Manager with the name of the chemist(s) involved attached.  This 

process appears punitive and may be very threatening to some staff.  We recommend 

that this procedure be replaced with a procedure whereby the Quality Assurance 

Manager would update the Acting Laboratory Director in a summary way at some 

agreed upon regular interval.  This of course would not preclude either the Quality 

Assurance Manager or a supervisor from notifying the Acting Laboratory Director 

immediately should a significant quality issue arise.   

CODIS 

The Combined DNA Index System (CODIS) consists of multiple databases that can be 

searched in a variety of ways. There are two dimensions of the combined databases. 

The first consists of the three levels of databases, which are Local, State and National. 
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These databases are respectively LDIS (Local DNA Index System), SDIS (State DNA 

Index System), and NDIS (National DNA Index System).  The second dimension 

consists of the two separate and distinct databases, one of DNA profiles of convicted 

offenders (defined by state legislation) and the second of DNA profiles from evidence 

from solved and unsolved cases.  The operation and maintenance of the convicted 

offender database and the casework database involve coordinated roles and functions 

at the local, state and national levels.  Federal legislation defines the groups of samples 

that can be included in the National database.  Procedures for the National DNA Index 

System are controlled by the FBI through the NDIS Operational Procedures manual. 

Procedures at the state and local level must comply with NDIS Operational Procedures. 

State legislation provides guidance for samples which can be added to SDIS.  Each 

state has a State CODIS Administrator (In Massachusetts the position is designated as 

the “DNA Supervisor-CODIS”) whose job includes ensuring that FBI NDIS procedures 

are followed. 

In 2006, the Laboratory’s poor handling of its CODIS responsibilities undermined the 

public’s confidence in the functioning of the Laboratory.  The Laboratory and the 

Department of Public Safety and Security moved quickly to assess and resolve the 

problems related to mismanagement of the CODIS database and failure to notify district 

attorney’s in a timely manner about CODIS hits. 

We interviewed numerous staff involved in the reorganization, reform and rebuilding of 

CODIS-related procedures. We also interviewed and received assistance from 

personnel at the FBI charged with ensuring the integrity of CODIS databases.  All 

parties involved in addressing the original CODIS related issues acted in a timely and 

appropriate manner. According to the officials responsible and based on our review of 

documents, we believe all questionable CODIS entries have been reviewed and 

corrected. 

We have reviewed the current CODIS operations and improved procedures to assess 

whether they are likely to carry the Laboratory forward successfully.  The following 

observations based on interviews with individuals inside and outside of the Laboratory 

and on documents provided during this assessment describe the former situation:   
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1) In the year 2000, the size of the CODIS databases was much smaller then it is 

today. The number of offender samples, casework samples and subsequent 

hits were small. This meant that laboratories could “get by” with relatively 

inefficient and non-comprehensive policies and procedures.  But as the 

databases grew, fed by all of the participating states and the changes in 

legislation mandating the collection of more samples from offenders convicted 

of less egregious offenses, many small problems associated with the early 

years of managing the database became much larger problems. 

Massachusetts is not the only state that has experienced database-related 

issues that caught responsible officials by surprise.  Other laboratory systems 

with more effective risk-recognition stayed at least a few steps ahead of the 

constantly-increasing CODIS demands.  Many state laboratories, including 

Massachusetts, increasingly utilized the capabilities of private DNA testing 

laboratories to assist in processing the number of database samples to 

produce DNA profiles; 

2) Laboratory officials are subject to the demands placed on CODIS-participating 

laboratories by the FBI. Laboratories may not always agree with FBI decisions 

or procedures, but they are required to follow the FBI rules.  However, some 

aspects of each state’s database are controlled individually by the states; 

3) The FBI became increasingly aware that the Laboratory was having problems 

keeping up with the demands of CODIS.  So too did other state CODIS 

Administrators. It was not unusual for the Laboratory to be unresponsive for 

extreme lengths of time in providing information related to interstate hits. 

According to information gathered for this review, the Laboratory’s CODIS 

Administrator showed little apparent interest during regular national meetings 

of all CODIS Administrators held by the FBI; 

4) Laboratory management as well as union representatives recognized that the 

CODIS Administrator was having substantial performance problems and that a 

burgeoning Laboratory workload was exacerbating those problems.  They also 

realized that improved organization and additional staff would be required to 
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meet the growing workload. When Management attempted to add additional 

staff, the CODIS Administrator filed a union grievance.  Ultimately, no 

additional administrative personnel were hired.   

5) 	Notwithstanding the above-described circumstance, the CODIS Administrator 

remained in charged until he was overtaken by highly-publicized events that 

revealed managerial shortcomings and administrative deficiencies.     

During interviews, Laboratory management and FBI representatives indicated that they 

felt positive about their interactions during the formulation of the resolution of the 

various CODIS issues. The organizations worked together successfully to correct 

serious deficiencies and implement effective solutions. 

There are, however, some remaining issues that should be addressed.  The 

responsibility for CODIS operations at the Laboratory is now divided between two 

groups. The first group is part of the DNA Unit and is headed by the CODIS 

Administrator, a Chemist III position.  Within the Laboratory this position is called the 

“DNA Supervisor-CODIS.” The DNA Supervisor-CODIS and the analysts in this group 

are responsible for all functions of the CODIS system as regards data entry, CODIS 

searches, responses to out-of-state CODIS hits and CODIS data security.  They are 

also responsible for in-house processing of CODIS samples and/or monitoring 

contracted sample processing (which is being phased out or reduced).  The second 

group is the CODIS Collection and Investigative Unit (CCIU).  The CCIU unit is 

managed by a state police sergeant and is responsible for determining which samples 

should be collected for analysis and input into CODIS, appropriate related notifications, 

collection of the samples, and verification of offense and fingerprint records.  In order for 

the system to work effectively, these two independently managed groups must work 

closely together. 

After the prior CODIS Administrator was removed from his position, an acting CODIS 

Administrator with substantial DNA analytical experience was appointed.  This person 

attended the CODIS training at the request of the Acting Laboratory Director, worked 

closely with the FBI and Laboratory management and was successful in expeditiously 
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stabilizing the situation.  Although she was very qualified to do so, she did not apply to 

be appointed as the permanent CODIS Administrator due to concerns about upper 

management’s leadership style.  Subsequently, a DNA analyst with approximately three 

years experience was promoted to the position of DNA Supervisor-CODIS.  This 

individual served in this position for less than nine months, and subsequently resigned 

to take a CODIS Administrator position in a Laboratory in another state.  In an interview 

after her departure, she explained that she had been frustrated by poor communication 

between herself, upper management and CCIU.  Interviews revealed that, just as had 

been found by the Vance Report one year earlier, mounting frustration due to poor 

communication with upper management has negatively affected the work environment. 

In our interview, the out-going DNA Supervisor-CODIS indicated that she enjoyed the 

work she was doing but felt she had had little support from Laboratory management 

above her immediate supervisor. She stated that she felt that she had not been able to 

perform effectively in her position and had no option other than to leave. 

The Acting Laboratory Director has recently appointed an individual who had previously 

held a Chemist II position in the CCIU Unit to be the new DNA Supervisor-CODIS.  He 

is relatively new to the Laboratory and received DNA training in January 2006.  He had 

never been actively engaged in DNA casework prior to taking this position.  His 

familiarity with the protocols and procedures of the CCIU Unit will be an advantage in 

the new position. His lack of casework experience including lack of experience in 

analyzing mixtures, however, is directly contrary to the Vance Report’s recommendation 

that states: “A CODIS Administrator with Significant Forensic DNA Casework Analysis 

Experience Should Be Appointed.”  We recommend that the reporting structure for this 

position be changed. Instead of reporting to the Technical Leader, the DNA Supervisor-

CODIS should report directly to the Lead Supervisor of the Laboratory.  This would 

promote more direct supervision of his activities and a more direct flow of CODIS 

information to the Laboratory Director. We also recommend that an Assistant DNA 

Supervisor-CODIS position be created and filled with an individual who has significant 

casework analysis experience. 
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Another critical issue is the Laboratory’s policy and practice of retaining and storing 

DNA profile records and personal identifiers that have been properly removed from the 

CODIS database and maintaining them in a separate, searchable database.  All 

laboratories have a procedure for “administrative removal” of data that has been 

mistakenly included in or otherwise warrant removal from the National DNA Database 

(NDIS) and the state DNA database (SDIS).  When the CCIU Unit is made aware that a 

sample or group of samples have been collected and the profiles are inappropriately in 

the database, it notifies the DNA Supervisor-CODIS, who completes the procedure for 

administrative removal of the samples from NDIS and SDIS. Procedures for 

administrative removal of samples are found both in the CCIU Unit Manual and in the 

CODIS/DNA Unit Manual. 

At the Laboratory, when an individual’s DNA profile is removed because it does not 

meet the legal criteria for inclusion in  NDIS or SDIS,  the Laboratory stores the DNA 

profile records in a separate, searchable database.  The CCIU’S Unit’s Operating and 

Procedures Manual states that the Laboratory Director may authorize a search of this 

database. The policy does not include a procedure for notifying the person whose DNA 

profile had been improperly included in the database and subsequently removed. Nor 

does it include a procedure to notify a person that his or her DNA profile is being 

maintained in a separate database that may be searched with the Laboratory Director’s 

approval. The existence of this database was confirmed in several interviews. 

However, this office found no legal authority for maintaining these DNA profiles in a 

searchable database. 

It is not clear whether Laboratory management has ever requested legal guidance 

regarding the existence and/or use of this database.  When asked, no one interviewed 

produced any written legal opinion from legal counsel.  We recommend that this issue 

be vetted in a manner conducive to input from prosecutors and the defense bar and 

other interested parties to the debate. 

Other issues related to CODIS are management issues.  The DNA Supervisor-CODIS 

needs to have access to and continuous communication with the Supervisor of CCIU 

and the DNA casework supervisors.  Regularly scheduled meetings should be 
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conducted separate from the monthly management meetings.  The DNA Supervisor-

CODIS should have excellent organizational and management skills since this unit is 

constantly being fed data and information from casework and CCIU as well as from the 

other CODIS participating states.  Upper management should ensure that the DNA Unit 

and CCIU function as a team since they are entirely interdependent.  Problems that 

have previously existed such as squabbles over signing hit reports (a DNA Supervisor – 

CODIS task) without the ability to directly verify CCIU information contained in the report 

need cooperative solutions. The rapid growth of the CODIS databases and the number 

of CODIS hits is unlikely to slow anytime soon.  The size of the database will continue to 

grow as will the number of hits between convicted offender samples and unsolved case 

samples or hits connecting several unsolved cases.  The Laboratory will continue to 

have CODIS related stresses until a steady state of incoming samples and ability to 

create and manage outgoing data is reached.  This will require cooperation between 

mid-level supervisors which cannot be mandated from above but will need to be built on 

increased trust. 

Casework 

The Office of the Inspector General did not conduct a review of the scientific procedures 

used in DNA casework and did not review case files.  However, this material was 

reviewed during the recent ASCLD/LAB inspection and to some degree by the Vance 

Report team. Casework files are also reviewed bi-ennially during the required external 

DNA audit. 

The DNA Unit consists of approximately eight supervisory positions with a total of 

approximately 48 analysts under the respective supervisors.  In addition to the the 

CODIS unit (consisting of the Supervisor DNA-CODIS analysts and technicians) there 

are approximately 42 Chemist I and II level DNA analysts, along with their supervisors, 

that handle the scientific analysis for all DNA cases received by the Laboratory from 

jurisdictions across the State.  The State, except for the City of Boston, is entirely 

dependent on this group for DNA analysis. The DNA supervisors report to the Forensic 

Biology Technical Leader who reports to the “Acting Lead Supervisor”.  The Acting Lead 

Supervisor reports directly to the Acting Laboratory Director.  Prosecutors and defense 
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attorneys rely on timely case turnaround and the quality of the scientific work done in 

the Laboratory. The position of Lead Supervisor has recently been vacated.  We 

recommend that someone with excellent communication skills and proven management 

skills be hired. 

DNA Training 

At times in the recent history of the Laboratory there has been a problem with rapid loss 

of newly hired employees in the Forensic Biology and DNA Section.  Hiring and training 

well qualified individuals who can, with training, develop all the required laboratory and 

testimony skills is critical for the future of the Laboratory.  It is costly to train new DNA 

analysts. For the six months minimum training time require by the FBI Standards for 

DNA Analysis Laboratories, the new analysts are not making any contribution toward 

the completion of casework or case review.  In addition, experienced analysts may need 

to assist in this training thus taking time away from other duties.  Each forensic 

discipline within the Laboratory has educational needs which are specific to the 

discipline. We recommend that the Laboratory include these specifications in the 

relevant job descriptions for “Chemists I, II or III.”  Additionally, while we are aware that 

a comprehensive background check is conducted, candidates should also be required 

to provide references who have direct knowledge of the candidate’s laboratory and 

communication skills.  Furthermore, the Laboratory should check the references to 

ensure that the candidate’s knowledge and skills are satisfactory. 

The FBI Standards mandate specific academic and experiential requirements for DNA 

analysts. Published training guidelines are promulgated by the FBI sponsored Scientific 

Working Group for DNA Analysis Methods.  The Laboratory has used various 

approaches to training in the last several years.  These approaches have incorporated 

training from the Northeast Regional Forensic Institute (NERFI) and training done in

house. The salary differential between the Massachusetts State Police Forensic 

Services Group and other DNA laboratories across the country and the high cost of 

living in the surrounding area negatively impacts the Laboratory’s ability to easily attract 

and retain experienced DNA analysts. 
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Too often the Laboratory is hiring and training analysts with no previous forensic 

experience. These new analysts are required to train for a minimum of six months prior 

to beginning casework. If the training is done “in-house” training costs include staff time 

and cost of training materials in addition to approximately one-half of the yearly salary of 

each analyst in training.  As a rough estimate a training group of six would cost about 

$29,000 per person in salary and benefits alone.  At the end of the training the new 

analyst, after passing a competency test, can begin casework and testify to results in 

court. Information provided in interviews indicates that the analysts are generally 

promoted to Chemist II positions within six months of beginning casework.  The 

Laboratory organizational chart provides information about the number and position of 

Chemists at each level. We reviewed the costs for outside training for groups of 

analysts trained in the last several years provided by the Acting Laboratory Director. 

We agree with her decision that as long as space permits, in-house training is preferred.   

All training is expensive and provides only a starting point from which experience, skill 

and judgment are developed. In most laboratory situations there is a need for new 

analysts to be as productive as possible. Balancing this need is the new analysts’ lack 

of experience in handling difficult sample types and analyzing more complex DNA 

profile data. These challenges will be exacerbated if technical review duties are added 

too soon to the analysts’ responsibilities. While the analogy is not perfect, one could 

consider the differences in skill level and assignments given to a recent graduate of the 

Police Academy and to officers with four or five years of experience.  While the skill sets 

are different for the state police officers and Laboratory scientific staff, the need to 

benefit gradually from experience is the same.  We recommend that the Laboratory 

develop procedures that specify how newly trained analysts will gain gradual exposure 

to more complex cases.   

Several Laboratory staff members expressed concerns regarding mandates from 

management that forced rapid incorporation of newly trained analysts into casework 

without regard for difficulty of the cases assigned.  While this approach may be 

successful with some combination of sufficient training and vigilance of supervisors, the 

downside is that it puts cases and possibly the Laboratory at risk.  New staff can be 
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used to significantly increase casework production.  Design of an effective approach is 

possible when supervisors and staff have flexibility in planning and when supervisors 

and management work together to configure output objectives that do not present 

excessive risk.  We recommend that the Laboratory develop procedures that specify 

training and gradual introduction of new analysts into the role of technical reviewer after 

having attained some predetermined level of experience.   

Technical Direction 

Equal in importance to training is the technical leadership of the Laboratory.  The 

Laboratory is fortunate for the time being to have several individuals with excellent 

technical expertise. (Please note that not all analysts and supervisors were interviewed. 

Therefore, comments highlighting individuals do not imply that other experienced 

supervisors who are not mentioned have less knowledge or skill.)  Those individual’s 

are the former Forensic Biology Technical Leader, the current Forensic Biology 

Technical Leader and Ph.d level Chemist III. 

The current Technical Leader has less forensic DNA experience than the former 

Technical Leader and less research experience than the Ph.d Chemist III.  While the 

Ph.d Chemist III has no prior case experience, she has a wealth of practical research 

experience, and while the former Technical Leader has the least academic background, 

she has extensive forensic DNA experience covering three institutions together with 

demonstrated scientific ability. It is unclear whether the technical expertise of the 

former Technical Leader is being utilized.  However, between these three people the 

compilation of the necessary technical skill exists.   

Equally important to the technical expertise is the ability to blend high technical 

standards with practical demands of casework output.  This is difficult in any laboratory, 

and likely very difficult in the current highly charged atmosphere.  It is difficult in a 

laboratory with younger inexperienced staff, and it is difficult when there are high case 

output demands on the unit. In the current structure cooperative decision making 

among the Acting Laboratory Director, the Acting Laboratory Supervisor and the 

Forensic Biology Technical leader is needed to simultaneously address technical issues 

and case production demands. There is no evidence based on staff interviews that this 
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cooperation exists or is being encouraged.  Currently upper management advocates a 

“top down only” approach.  This forces the Technical Leader and DNA supervisors to 

manage such that the required numbers of cases are completed and quality is 

maintained under the radar of case production.  Only the number of cases completed is 

monitored. The number of samples per case is not considered in the production 

numbers even though tracking of samples per case is a more accurate measure of 

production.  We recommend that samples per case be considered in the production 

numbers and, if possible, tracked. 

As in all laboratory settings, mistakes are made.  However, the nature and consequence 

of mistakes varies considerably and not all quality issues need to be brought to the 

attention the Laboratory Director.  Currently, records of the Laboratory’s quality 

incidents and Contamination Investigation Logs with names of each analyst involved are 

copied to the Laboratory Director and the Quality Assurance Manager.  We recommend 

that the Laboratory adopt a practice of forwarding a monthly summary of quality 

assurance issues from the Quality Assurance Manager to the Acting Laboratory 

Director. This method of reporting is a more efficient and less intimidating method to 

keep upper management aware of quality issues.  The quality assurance process 

should foster disclosure of quality issues.  The existing process may foster lack of 

disclosure. 

Additionally, a review of sample Quality Assurance (QA) records of contamination logs 

from DNA casework illustrates problems with technical direction and quality assurance 

processes. Observations from QA reports reference comparisons of contaminant 

profiles to DNA profiles contained in an “in-house database.”  This indicates that the 

Laboratory is, in some instances, using a database of employee DNA profiles and that 

there is an understanding that records of analyst’s profiles need to be available for 

comparison. However, information provided in interviews indicates that the union has 

blocked the Laboratory from requiring participation of employees in an “in-house 

database.” The ability of the Laboratory staff to have the tools available to determine 

the human source and procedural cause of the contamination can be critical.  Without 

the ability to identify when contamination is from an “in house source,” two “worst case” 
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scenarios exist: 1) an inappropriate exclusion of a suspect; or, 2) an analyst’s profile 

could be uploaded to the evidence portion of the CODIS database.  We recommend 

that the Laboratory establish a complete in-house database of DNA profiles from all 

staff handling all evidence. 

In most cases the level of contamination is too low to allow any determination of the 

source of the contamination.  This is not unusual and similar data would be observed in 

many competent laboratories. In contrast to a low level of contamination, one 

Contamination Investigation Log report describes an instance of a full male profile being 

obtained from an evidence sample.  After comparison to in-house DNA profiles the 

“evidence sample” profile was consistent with the profile from a male employee. 

However, there is no mention in the Contamination Investigation documentation, which 

was provided, of any effort to determine how the contamination event occurred and if 

any corrective action to prevent another similar occurrence was warranted or taken. 

This information should be contained in the record.  The Technical Leader signs these 

documents to acknowledge review. The documentation provided indicates that proper 

acknowledgement of the contamination is contained in the case report.  We did not 

request follow-up documentation to verify that the technical leader or the quality 

assurance manager investigated the underlying cause of the contamination or put into 

place relevant corrective action.  We recommend that the Laboratory ensure that this 

issue received proper follow-up. 

Post - Conviction Testing  

Currently Massachusetts does not have legislation providing processes and procedures 

for post-conviction testing.  As mentioned in a July 2007 report provided by the Acting 

Laboratory Director, the Laboratory has complied a comprehensive listing of the 

retained evidence samples.  The Laboratory provided this list to the District Attorneys to 

assist the District Attorneys in prioritizing cases that needed DNA analysis.  The same 

list may be useful to attorneys whose clients are seeking post-conviction testing.  A 

group of cooperating defense and prosecuting attorneys and/or judges could potentially 

serve as a “clearing house” for requests for accessing evidence for post-conviction 

testing, and could facilitate consistent, unbiased responses to these requests.  Models 
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for this type of system exist in Los Angeles County and are based on existing California 

State Statues (CA Penal Code 1405 and 1417.9).  Other states may have similarly 

effective procedures that could also serve as models.  Without statewide procedures 

that can be used to identify and access evidence, defense efforts to obtain post-

conviction testing for arguable reasons will not be evaluated in a consistent manner.   

We recommend that a fully representative committee including the Executive Office of 

Public Safety and Security, the Massachusetts State Police, district attorneys and the 

defense bar develop a procedure to evaluate requests for obtaining evidence for 

purposes of post-conviction testing. 

As mentioned elsewhere in the report the DNA case backlog at the Laboratory is 

carefully tracked and has been reported in July 2007 and August 2008.  These two 

reports contain a thorough analysis of samples retained by the Laboratory.  The reports 

make several critical points, the first being that the Laboratory does not have 

information automatically available to it that gives the status of a case.  According to the 

July 2007 report, the Laboratory does undertake initiatives to identify unsolved cases 

but “these initiatives are not comprehensive .  .  .  .  .” 

These reports, which contain accurate information on the Laboratory’s caseload and 

backlogs, should be made available to all interested stakeholders and the public. 

Transparency would likely result in increased public confidence.  This transparency may 

benefit the Laboratory. 

Conclusion  

The Laboratory is at a crossroads.  The CODIS crisis that jolted the Laboratory into 

extreme action has ended and after a full vetting and verification process, the 

Laboratory’s CODIS operations are fully operational.  Overall, it is the opinion of Dr. 

Cotton and this office that current CODIS procedures will successfully carry the 

Laboratory forward. 

However, many of Vance’s most important recommendations have not yet been fully 

implemented.  Vance opined that the key to a successful laboratory requires 

consolidation of laboratory functions run by a strong laboratory director under a single, 



proactive and robust quality assurance system and manager.  Vance made this a key 

recommendation of its report.  The Laboratory, however, has been operating with an 

“Acting” Laboratory Director who has, while implementing some positive changes, been 

unable to make progress mending the fractious relationship between upper 

management and the Forensic Biology and DNA staff.  In the opinion of Dr. Cotton and 

this Office she has not created a sense of teamwork.  Vance indicated that regular 

internal communication via regular staff meetings would be helpful to promoting a sense 

of internal identity.  The management style adopted by the Acting Laboratory Director is 

not conducive to building an effective, cohesive, respectful environment.  It is a strict, 

paramilitary-style under which information only flows down from the top.  Moreover, this 

report highlights that certain areas of the Laboratory’s quality assurance system, 

including the Quality Assurance Manager’s position in the same collective bargaining 

unit as employees he supervises, is not robust. 

This report also raises the issue of the Laboratory’s independence from the 

Massachusetts State Police.  The State Medical Examiner’s Office serves the same 

clientele as the Laboratory. However, it has a direct report to the Undersecretary 

Forensic Science and Technology unlike the Laboratory that has an elaborate 

command structure through the Massachusetts State Police and the Undersecretary 

Forensic Science and Technology. 

It is certainly possible that the Laboratory can move forward, continuing to produce high 

numbers of cases per month with its current structure and management team. 

However, the pressure to meet case output expectations combined with management 

approaches that indicate (correctly or not) lack of appreciation and respect for 

employees, sets up a dangerous dynamic. When employees cannot meet 

management’s expectations or when scientific issues arise, will the staff inform 

management and expect to participate in a solution or will there be temptation to take a 

short cut or to otherwise compromise procedures or data? 

The challenge of the Executive Branch and management at the Laboratory is to prevent 

this second approach for the Forensic Services Group from being an attractive 
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alternative. The leadership must strive to create an atmosphere which builds morale, 

promotes scientific excellence and enhances employee retention. 
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Appendix B: 	 Office of the Inspector General’s Comments on 
the Vance Report 

Unanswered Issues in the Vance Report 

Issue 1: 

The Vance Report references “best practices” and “national standards” in the Executive 

Summary and elsewhere in the report.  However, it is not clear and also not referenced 

in the report, where the information on “best practices” comes from and to what 

“national standards” they are referring. 

Documents that the Vance Report should have referenced are as follows. 

1) 	 The Accreditation Manual of the American Society of Crime Laboratory 
Directors/Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLD/LAB) details the 
Standards and Criteria against which the Laboratory would be assessed 
during an inspection which include all phases of Laboratory operations 
including management. 

2) 	 The FBI Quality Assurance Standards and Audit Document for Forensic 
DNA and Convicted Offender DNA Databasing Laboratories pertain to the 
casework and CODIS sections of the DNA section of the Laboratory. 

3) 	 The NDIS Operational Procedures Manual published by the FBI provides 
additional specifications that relate to CODIS. 

4) 	 There are published guidelines which exist for other forensic disciplines, 
which provide guidance and guidelines for scientific practices.  These 
guidelines all have the acronym SWG (Scientific Working Group) at the 
beginning of the full name of each group.  These groups are funded by the 
FBI and meet regularly. Laboratory employees in the various disciplines 
will be aware of the various Scientific Working Groups’ guidelines on 
discipline specific “best practices”. 

The ASCLD/LAB Manual includes some general criteria related to management, which 

may be considered to be best practices.  However, the Vance Report uses the phrase 

“best practices” numerous times without specific guidance as to what the “best practice” 

is or what document one would refer to find a description of the “best practice”.  This 

leaves little guidance for the Laboratory or other officials as to what was intended by the 

report authors. It follows that there is no way to assess the distance between the 

Laboratory’s current practice and the “best practice.” 
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The Vance Report would have been more useful if it referenced these documents that 

officials of the State Police and the Executive Office of Public Safety should expect the 

Laboratory personnel to be knowledgeable about and generally follow.  These 

documents assist in defining the scientific “best practices.”   

Issue 2: 

In the Executive Summary and in Appendix B, the Vance Report states that the 

Laboratory procedures are good and the analysts are technically competent.  The 

assessment team did not find errors in casework documentation or problems with 

contamination in the DNA casework.  However, while Vance conducted technical 

reviews of certain cases, Vance did not maintain records of the number of cases it 

reviewed or how many cases worked by each analyst were reviewed. The extent of the 

technical review of each case was not specified.  The report does not mention whether 

the review of cases included a review of data interpretation for consistency and 

objectivity. 

The report does not address whether the DNA casework and CODIS units have enough 

staff members with sufficient educational and technical background to support the large 

number of inexperienced analysts. 

Issue 3: 

The report mentions practices which exceed national standards as being detrimental to 

productivity. They do not specify which practices they are referring to; leaving no 

guidance to the DNA technical staff regarding what practices they should consider 

eliminating. 

Issue 4: 

The report does not mention whether there are interviewing and hiring practices that 

could be improved. For DNA analysts there are academic requirements that could be 

included as requirements for submission of an application. Hiring candidates who 

arrived with the needed requirements could have a positive impact on training time. 
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Issue 5: 

In general the report fails to recommend staff involvement in the process of making 

recommendations for change. 

Issue 6: 

On page 11, under “Scope of Work/Methodology,” the authors list “Financial analysis of 

system and unit costs compared to other forensic systems” as part of their scope. That 

topic is not mentioned in the report. 

Comments On the Vance Report’s Recommendations 

Recommendations 1 and 2: 

1. 	 All Forensic Science Disciplines and Services Must Be Consolidated 
and the Unified Laboratory Placed Under the Control of One 
Laboratory Director  

2. 	 Expansion and Accreditation of All Forensic Science Disciplines Must 
Become a High Priority 

The recommendation for consolidation of all crime laboratory services under a strong 

Laboratory director is clear and compelling.  The Laboratory has completed 

accreditation of all disciplines and all are united under the Acting Laboratory Director. 

Recommendation 3: 

3. A National Search for a Laboratory Director Should Be Conducted 

The Vance Report specifically states that they are not commenting on the political 

placement of the Laboratory with regard to being within or being independent of the 

State Police.  However, all recommendations in the report and especially 3, 4, and 5, 

place all responsibility for success in the hands of the Laboratory Director supported by 

the Quality Assurance Manager. However, the Unions to which employees belong are 

external to the Laboratory and can have a significant impact on the ability of the 

Laboratory Director to make needed changes and manage the Laboratory effectively.  

The report does not assess the management skill of existing staff.  The skill of 

managers at all levels will have substantial impact on the success of any implemented 

changes and on the process of integration.  Hiring a new Laboratory Director, no matter 

how skilled, may not be sufficient to over-ride lack of management skill at other levels of 
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the organization without using additional training or other methods to generally increase 

management skills.  

Recommendations 4, 5, 6, 7: 

4. 	 All Quality Assurance Functions Should Be Consolidated Under a 
Single, Proactive, and Robust Quality Assurance System and Manager 
for the Entire Laboratory 

5. 	 The Quality Assurance Manager Should Report Directly to the 
Laboratory Director 

6. 	 Corrective Actions Should Be Part of a Strong Quality Management 
System and Addressed in a Timely Manner 

7. 	 Quality Assurance Representatives Should Be Appointed within Each 
Discipline 

All recommendations relating to improving the Quality Assurance system are good. 

Since the Laboratory is accredited by ASCLD/LAB there are criteria in that program 

related to Quality Assurance.  ASCLD/LAB standards require the Laboratory to have a 

comprehensive Quality Manual (with specific components) and an individual designated 

as the Quality Manager. However, being compliant with these standards does not 

guarantee that the Quality Assurance program is effective. 

The report does not address where there are discrepancies between the ASCLD/LAB 

criteria and the workings of the Quality Assurance program. 

In Recommendation 6, the report states that “quality assurance and corrective action 

functions were fully and completely placed under the Technical Manager within Forensic 

Biology”. The report also provides a detailed discussion of the situation in the DNA unit. 

The report does not provide a comprehensive picture of how Quality Assurance 

functions are addressed in the other working units of the Laboratory. 

The Vance Report could also have made recommendations regarding encouragement 

by the Laboratory management in the reporting of quality issues.  Success of a Quality 

System will partially reside with the new QA manager, but it takes employee 

understanding and cooperation at all levels for the system to work properly.  For any 

Quality System to work well the employees must trust that reporting a quality related 

issue will be taken seriously and that reporting on an issue that they have personally 
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been involved in will result in support for them to correct and improve the issue and their 

work. Fostering this type of employee openness is challenging.  The Vance Report 

discusses corrective actions and the importance they play. The report does not touch 

on teaching the ethical issues and attitudes which need to be present to complete the 

building of a successful Quality System. 

Recommendation 8: 

8. 	 Audits and Reviews Should Be Objective and Avoid All Appearances 
of a Conflict of Interest 

The Vance Report could have included a recommendation for ethics training for 

Laboratory management and staff. Undergoing this training does not imply that people 

are or have been acting un-ethically. It helps people to frame questions in a manner that 

is likely to lead them to an appropriate answer or solution.  Because the Laboratory has 

a very young staff and, at the same time, is undergoing other organizational and 

management changes this is an ideal time for discussion of ethical issues to be to be 

initiated. 

Recommendations 9 and 10: 

9. 	 A CODIS State Administrator with Significant Forensic DNA Casework 
Analysis Experience Should Be Appointed 

10. 	 The MSP Crime Laboratory Should Appoint Two Assistant CODIS 
Administrators with Significant Forensic DNA Casework Analysis 
Experience 

The recommendations related to the CODIS operation provide detailed and useful 

suggestions related to improving the CODIS operation.  The discussion in this section 

also provides some background information related to how the situation in the CODIS 

unit arose over time. 

At this time the Laboratory had not followed Recommendation 9.  The current DNA 

Supervisor-CODIS, does not have significant DNA casework analysis experience. 

The Vance Report mentions in Recommendation 9 a recent “CODIS review” conducted 

by the FBI. However, the report does not relate the results of that review to the 

observations made by the Vance team or as the backdrop for their specific 
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recommendations. The Vance Report does not mention that Vance conducted any 

specific investigation of the CODIS issues which prompted the Office of Public Safety to 

conduct a review of the Laboratory.  There is no discussion of the specific technical 

errors made by the former CODIS Administrator and the impact that these errors would 

have had if they had remained uncorrected. 

Federal legislation mandates that the FBI is responsible for the National Database 

(NDIS). There is an NDIS Board which oversees the database operations and 

management of the system by the FBI. There are many rules and procedures related to 

this system and the database exists at several levels, i.e. national, state and local. 

Understanding of both the federal and state procedures and laws is a requirement for a 

CODIS State Administrator since there may be limitations to acceptable procedures at 

the national level that do not exist at the state level.  Since control of many aspects of 

CODIS is external to the Laboratory, planning must account for these external 

requirements. 

Recommendations 11 and 12: 

11. Utilization of Partnerships, Process Mapping, Technology, 
Outsourcing, and Governmental Leadership Should Be Considered to 
Resolve the Current DNA Processing Backlog 

12. 	 The MSP Crime Laboratory Should Explore, Fund and Validate an 
Expert System for DNA Analysis Reviews 

Both of these recommendations are good. However, the report does not provide 

sufficient detail regarding the large case backlog which they discuss.  The report does 

not recommend that the Laboratory and management above the Laboratory carefully 

define the nature of the backlog including types and numbers of samples and/or cases, 

prior to constructing a plan. It is critical that all parties define and understand the 

problem in the same language prior to attempting to craft a solution.   

Statistics regarding case production need to be well defined.  For example, cases per 

analyst per month are not equal to samples per analyst per month.  A laboratory that 

limits the number of samples per case will have different production statistics than a 

laboratory that does not limit the number of samples analyzed per case.  The report 

does not provide a national resource for this information.  Leadership of the American 
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Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) may have access to information which 

would be helpful in this area. 

Process mapping is a useful approach. The report does not estimate the amount of 

time and money that would be needed.  It is not the planning part of process mapping 

that is difficult. It is the implementation of the plan that takes patience and management 

skill. Success with this type of process requires that everyone from young Laboratory 

staff to management above the Laboratory have a clear understanding of the process 

and the investment it will require.   

As a general comment, when a laboratory undertakes significant changes, turnaround 

time often decreases before it increases.  Staff cannot process casework and re-invent 

their process all at the same time. That is, there is often no fast fix and therefore 

expectations need to be in line with reality. 

With regard to expert systems and process mapping the authors of the report provide 

only a few names of other professionals around the country who could serve as 

resources to the Laboratory. 

The report does not discuss whether there are significant backlogs in the other forensic 

disciplines. This is a significant question.  Since resources are not limitless, the needs 

of other sections in the Laboratory should be balanced against resources needed to 

address a DNA backlog. Dr. Cotton is able to provide names of individuals who may 

provide assistance if necessary. 

The list below gives the names of other people or organizations that Dr. Cotton views as 

familiar with some of the challenges facing the Massachusetts State Police Crime 

Laboratory. These individuals have not been contacted prior to making this list:   

Recommendation 13: No Comments 

13. 	 The MSP Crime Laboratory should Ensure Resources are Available to 
Continue in its Efforts to Reduce the DNA Backlog 

Recommendation 14: 

14. 	 Key MSP CODIS and DNA Personnel Should Visit another Laboratory 
System for Best Practices Review 
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DNA personnel should visit several laboratories so they can see a variety of 

approaches, maximizing their exposure to different solutions. 

Recommendation 15: 

15. 	 DNA Staffing and Compensation Should Be Improved 

The need for increases in compensation is accurately stated.  However, more salary 

comparisons are needed. New York, Connecticut, the Armed Forces Institute of 

Pathology in Rockville, MD, and others should be added for a more robust comparison. 

Recommendation 16: 

16. 	 The Need for NERFI Training Should Be Evaluated 

How training is provided and the quality of the training is critical to work quality and 

employee retention. The report does not make a recommendation for a position such as 

a training coordinator or dedicated training staff.  The report does not evaluate the 

existing training program. The training needs are a long term problem and need a long 

term solution. 

Recommendation 17: 

17. 	 DNA Analysts’ Duties for Casework and Convicted Offender Samples 
Should Be Delineated 

The report’s comparison of DNA case output is too simplistic and therefore 

uninformative without further detail.  At the top of page 36, Vance states that the 

number of days to complete a DNA case have become progressively worse and 

changed from 77 days to 145 days followed by 350 days for serology and DNA analysis. 

While the direction of lengthening turnaround may be correct, there are not good 

enough numbers in the report to allow understanding of the problem.  If the Laboratory 

does not have accurate numbers, this should be included as a recommendation.  If the 

Laboratory has accurate numbers they should be assessed in detail to understand the 

factors influencing the undesired changes in turnaround time.  A larger number of 

comparison statistics may be available from ASCLD or NIJ. 
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Recommendation 18: 

18. 	 Communication between Laboratory Management and Staff Should Be 
Standardized and Improved 

The report does not answer the following questions regarding communication issues: 

Where has communication broken down? 

Are some sections of the Laboratory more functional than others, and if so, why? 

What do they mean when they refer to a “caste system” elsewhere in the report? 

What content of communications are missing? Are they technical, 

organizational, financial? 

What improvements in communications do the bench level employees need? 

What improvements in communications do the middle and upper managers

need? 

What type of training could be used to facilitate better communications? 

Are there regular meetings at the section level and Laboratory level? 


Recommendation 19: 

19. 	 Management of the DNA Units Must Be Flexible and Responsive to 
Effective Case Management.  Criminalistics and DNA Cross-Training 
May Become an Effective Case Management Approach 

Recommendation 17 says that duties for casework and CODIS need to be clearly 

defined. Recommendation 19 suggests cross training between DNA and criminalistics 

staff. The third paragraph under Recommendation 19, on page 39 of the report, is far 

too vague and lacking in structure.  The staff of both of these units should be involved in 

crafting changes of this type. The report makes these recommendations without also 

recommending a process which will involve bench level staff and supervisors in putting 

together details. 

Recommendation 20: 

20. 	 Creation of a Scientific Subcommittee to Assist the Forensic Science 
Advisory Board 

As noted in the Vance Report, M.G.L. c. 6, §184A authorizes an advisory board to 

advise the Secretary of Public Safety on all aspects of the administration and delivery of 

criminal forensic sciences.  However, the configuration of the scientific expertise of that 

advisory board is too minimal to make it an effective forum for discussing internal 
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Laboratory issues, such as the Laboratory’s scientific and financial needs.  But, the 

advisory board could operate as a mechanism to generate momentum on behalf of 

assessing the Laboratory’s needs as formulated by a scientific subcommittee. 

For example, a scientific subcommittee that consisted mainly of scientists could further 

consider and refine proposals which the Laboratory has initially generated.  The 

scientific subcommittee could vet the Laboratory’s proposals before apprising the 

advisory board. A role of the advisory board would be to promote the priorities 

originally identified by the Laboratory and vetted by the scientific subcommittee.   

The Laboratory must retain final control over its processes and procedures.  While input 

from a well formulated Scientific Advisory Board may provide assistance to the 

Laboratory and scientific staff, it is important that ultimate control rest within the 

Laboratory. 

Recommendation 21: 

21. 	 A Policy on Familial Searches Must Be Developed 

There are currently no national guidelines as to how familial searches should be 

conducted. This recommendation is important in maximizing the usefulness of the DNA 

database. It is a scientific question requiring statistical expertise.  While this question is 

important to the use of the database, it is not related to the broader issues addressed in 

the Vance Report. 

Recommendation 22: 

22. 	 Promulgation of Laboratory Policies Should Receive Adequate Review 
before Implementation 

What types of policies is the report referring to?   
Did Vance find policies that are inappropriate? 
What level of policy making would require outside review? 

Recommendations 23 and 24: 

23. 	 Encourage DNA Personnel to Become DNA Auditors and Reward their 
Professional Development 
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24. 	 Encourage Forensic Science Personnel to Actively Participate in the 
ASCLD/LAB Assessment Process by Becoming an Assessor and 
Reward their Professional Development 

These are great ideas and will increase understanding of the accreditation process and 

appreciation of why a good quality assurance program is so valuable. 

Recommendation 25: No Comments 

25. 	 The MSP Crime Laboratory Should Consider Forming a Statewide 
Computer Forensic Group under the Consolidated Laboratory Similar 
to the FBI-sponsored Regional Computer Forensic Laboratories 

Recommendations 26 and 27: 

26. 	 The MSP Crime Laboratory Must Create a Priority System for 
Casework Analysis 

27. 	 The Case Management Unit (CMU) Must Be Fully Integrated into the 
Streamlining of Cases through the Criminalistics, DNA and CODIS 
Units 

A method for prioritizing casework is very important.  In practice, the process of 

controlling these priorities is easily subverted by staff, managers and customers at all 

levels. Communication and organization is critical in this area.  The report does not 

make specific suggestions as to how to accomplish this. The District Attorneys would 

like to be speaking to the analysts doing their case, but a Case Management Unit may 

function as an intermediary. The suggestion in the report that the CMU would ensure 

that appropriate personnel and priorities are placed on case samples could become at 

odds with the managers of the DNA staff.  Knowing who is in charge of what would be 

important for success of this concept. 
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